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Introduction
As this paper is being written the world of coffee is actively evolving. 

From a drink in a modern day ‘coffee house’ enjoyed in leisure, coffee 
has become what might well be the most popular beverage in the world, 
emblematic of different social norms around the world, and today a 
source of involvement in societal-moral issues. Coffee has evolved into 
a drink that people enjoy together in coffee houses, chatting, reading 
paper, starting their morning with a quick cup, or passing the day 
leisurely [1,2]. Moving further, coffee ready to drink comes in a variety 
of ‘forms’, whether traditional ‘black’, doctored up with all sorts of other 
ingredients [3,4]. Coffee has emblemized social change. During the 
past decades consumers have fallen in love with Italian espresso coffee, 
so much so that that one can feel an Italiphila (love of things Italian) 
pervading the word through the world-wide reception of espresso [5-7].

This most popular drink has, in turn, evolved into a topic of social 
concern. In, study after study the academic literature has started to focus 
on social issues, such as the environment as well as ‘fair trade’ for the 
farmers who grow the coffee beans [8-11]. The sheer popularity of coffee 
in daily life and the social significance of fair trade to pay the farmer the 
real value of the coffee make the topic irresistible to academics. Google® 
has 62,400 hits for the topic ‘coffee and fair trade’, Google Scholar® has 
about 8x as many, 481,000 hits for coffee and fair trade!

Despite the importance of coffee, there are relatively a handful 
of academic papers on the topic of coffee itself. Some of these are 
studies the sensory properties of coffee, and the different pattern 
of preferences for these sensory properties. For example, Geel et al. 
(2005) reported that four patterns of the acceptance emerging from the 
response to 11 coffees: “Based on consumer preferences, four consumer 
groups were identified, “pure coffee lovers” (23%), “coffee blend drinkers” 
(30%), “general coffee drinkers” (37%) and “not serious coffee drinkers” 
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(10%). The “pure coffee lovers” prefer the more astringent, bitter, roasted, 
nutty and full-bodied flavour of the pure coffee samples. The less intense 
coffee flavour character, but higher sweetness and root flavour, typical 
of chicory blended instant coffee, were attributes that were preferred by 
the “coffee blend lovers”. The “general coffee drinkers” seem to consume 
coffee out of habit and are less concerned about the specific sensory 
properties of the coffee [12].”

The academic literature is equally sparse when it comes to what to 
communicate about coffee in order to entice prospective buyers. From 
the author’s own experience, the companies selling coffee do extensive 
research, from basic attitudes and usage studies (A&U) dealing with 
coffee as part of life, and then concept tests to find out the acceptance 
of new ideas, and finally advertising evaluation to find out ‘what works’.

One might think that the knowledge is extensive in corporations 
about the aspects of coffee, specifically the most persuasive messaging. 
The author’s experience, however, over the past 46 years since 1976 
would suggest just the opposite. There seems to be no systematic study 
about coffee messaging that the author has ever encountered in the 
public literature, nor has the author encountered evidence of this 
systematic approach in private consulting. There are tests of individual 
messages, but no large scale, systematic tests of the mind of the coffee 
consumer regarding the language of coffee. When directly confronted 
with the request ‘show me the book of messages which work with 
consumers’ no one, either in academia or in business has been ever 
able to provide the request ‘book’ or at least ‘database.’

Getting into the Mind of the Coffee Consumer through 
Mind Genomics

Given the importance of coffee, there is an extraordinarily 
amount known about the consumer attitudes towards coffee and the 
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consumption patterns of the actual product, most of the information 
residing in the file cabinets and stored and archived ‘banker’s boxes’ of 
study results owned by corporations usually residing in dead storage. 
Indeed, the author’s own experience with Maxwell House Division 
of General Foods Corporation in the mid 1980’s suggested that for 
General Foods Corporation alone, the consumer research budget 
was in the millions of dollars, with hundreds of reports issued by 
the market research department as well as by the sensory evaluation 
department. What new, if anything, can consumer-focused scientific 
research add with to what has been developed with the large corporate 
budgets? Can we learn new things about the way people think about 
coffee?

Despite the richness of information, from the public domain 
(popular press, from companies, and from presumably more 
objective science there still is a lot to be discovered, which is where 
the emerging science of Mind Genomics enters. Mind Genomics was 
developed from a different world view, that of looking at how people 
make decisions when confronted with compound stimuli, mixtures of 
messages, the more typical situation in nature. Mind Genomics traces 
its heritage to conjoint measurement [13] and to experimental design 
[14].

 Mind Genomics paints word pictures of products (and 
intangibles, such as service), these word pictures created from defined 
combinations of simple phrases that a person would encounter during 
everyday experience. The combinations are called ‘vignettes.’ Using 
statistical methods such as OLS (ordinary least-squares) regression to 
deconstruct the response to the mixture into the driving power of the 
components, viz., elements. Mind Genomics studies ends up being 
far deeper, and often far more ‘actionable’ for science and business 
purposes than information and ‘insights’ emerging from conventional 
qualitative, quantitative, and behavioral studies [15,16].

The foregoing approach of mix/evaluate/deconstruct is quite 
different from that used in conventional research, where the respondent 
is presented with one idea or question after another, forced to focus 
on an array of topics which keep changing. In such a system, viz. the 
typical questionnaire, the respondent must keep changing her or his 
frame of reference, first thinking for example about the occasion, and 
then about the product, and then about feelings, etc.

It! Studies - the Lure of Mind Genomics Databases 
across Products and Across Countries

After successful research with Mind Genomics in the world 
of foods, the McCormick & Company approached the author and 
colleague Jacqueline Beckley of the Understanding and Insight 
Group, Inc. to extend the scope of Mind Genomics studies that 
they had already run. Rather than applying Mind Genomics to one 
topic of food, the research sponsor at McCormick, Director Dr. 
Hamed Faridi, wanted to look at a whole set of foods, the elements 
appropriate for that food, but with common elements dealing with 
emotion benefits. This effort become the 2001 Crave It! study, a study 
of 30 foods then repeated with teens, rather than with adults [17]. The 
study was massive by any consideration, with each study comprising 
more than 100 respondents, and exactly 36 elements, combined into 

unique sets of 60 vignettes for each respondent. The results were 
analyzed ‘globally’ to identify recurring themes among people. The 
data suggested that across all the 30 studies, three patterns continued 
to emerge: Elaborates, Imaginers, and Classics. These groups, so-called 
‘mindsets’ clearly differed in terms of the particular elements which 
appealed to them. The Elaborates focuses on the food, the Imaginers 
on the situation, and the Traditionals on the typical factors involved 
with the food, such as enjoyment, price, etc.

About a year later, the same idea was supported by the Firmenich 
Corporation, this time looking at foods in three western European 
countries, France, Germany and the UK, respectively. The structure 
was the same, and at that time the focus was on the re-emergence of 
the three now ‘canonical’ groups of respondents, again based upon the 
pattern of their coefficients when the data from each country and each 
food were more deeply analyzed [18]. Nothing of the sort had been 
done before. The notion was conceived of and developed by Pieter 
Aarts of Belgium, Klaus Paulus of Germany, and the It! Ventures LLC 
in the US (Jacqueline Beckley and Howard Moskowitz). The studies, 
sponsored by Firmenich in Switzerland, were designed to understand 
how people respond to different ideas and descriptions of food, not so 
much using the traditional attitude and usage sales, but rather using 
the new method of experimentation offered by Mind Genomics.

The Eurocrave Studies on Coffee

The three studies reported here come from the early days of 
Mind Genomics, when getting respondents showed that respondents 
could participate with little difficult, as long as they were somewhat 
motivated. During the early years of this century the novelty of the 
Internet was such that people were intrigued. The respondents were 
sent invitations, and offered a chance to participate in a sweepstakes 
for money. This sufficed to bring in thousands of respondents, these 
thousands choosing to participate in a study that interested them.

The actual Mind Genomics study, positioned as a ‘survey’, was 
actually an experiment. The word ‘experiment’ is negatively tinged, 
but the word survey and the word opinion is not. The Mind Genomics 
approach begins with a topic, requires a set of four questions, and 
nine answers to each question. The questions tell a story, or provide 
distinct types of information. These early studies, of which Crave It! 
and Eurocrave! are examples, show the early focus on acquiring as 
much information as possible about a topic?

The ingoing notion of Mind Genomics was and remains the idea 
that we can learn a lot by presenting a person with combinations of 
messages, and instruct the respondent to rate the combination. Rather 
than polishing the combination so the combination becomes a dense 
paragraph, albeit a well-written one, the Mind Genomics experiments 
virtually ‘throws’ the ideas at the respondent, instructing the respond 
to react to the combination. The approach is a bit off-putting at 
first, because respondents are far more accustomed to well written, 
dense paragraphs. An analogy is the difference between a compote 
comprising many fruits versus a thrown-together fruit salad.

The structure required four questions, each with nine answers. The 
objective of the experimental design was to ensure that the elements 
would be put together in such a way that each vignette would have at 
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most one answer from two, three, or four questions. The actual design, 
four questions by nine answers per question, is a template, required 
for ‘bookkeeping’, so that a vignette would never have two answers 
from a single question, answers that might contradict each other.

Table 1 shows the raw materials, the elements, from the three 
studies, one in the UK, one in France, and one in Germany. The 
elements are in the native language. As much as possible the elements 
were the same across countries, but that equivalence of elements was 

not possible in the case of brands or stores present in one country but 
not in the other. Table 1 shows that the same idea might be expressed 
in slightly different ways by country. Thus, one should look at the 
elements as specific instantiations of more general ideas, instantiations 
which may differ across countries. This caveat means that the data 
should not be rigorously compared across countries, simply because 
the execution of the same idea in one country might be quite different 
from the execution of the same idea in another country.

Question A: Describe the product
A1 Fresh ground and brewed Café du matin Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht
A2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans Grains de café 100% Colombie 100% kolumbianischer Kaffee

A3 Coffee, freeze dried to preserve flavour and freshness and 
increase of use

Café lyophilisé, pour préserver l'arôme et la fraîcheur, plus 
facile à utiliser Loeslicher Kaffee mit vollem Aroma und sehr bequem

A4 Decaffeinated whole bean coffee for those, who want all 
the taste and none of the caffeine

Du café décaféiné en grain pour ceux qui veulent tout 
l'arôme sans la caféine Koffeinfreier Kaffee: das ganze Aroma aber kein Koffein

A5 Coffee and milk...blended just right for the perfect taste Café et lait...mélangés selon la bonne proportion pour un 
goût parfait Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt

A6 Capuccino: The perfect combination of full coffee flavour 
and the milky topping

Capuccino: la combinaison parfaite d'un vrai café avec la 
mousse de lait chaud Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich

A7 Dark roasted coffee, prepared in oriental style Café noir torrefié à l'orientale Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma
A8 Espresso: Great flavour, the essence in one sip Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée Espresso: koestliches Aroma in einem Schluck
A9 Ice coffee: The perfect combination of coffee and ice cream Café frappé: la combinaison parfaite de café et de glaçons Eiskaffee: die ideale Kombination von Kaffee und Eiscreme

Question B: Describe product quality, accompaniments
B1 Coffee is great for parties Pas de fête sans café Es macht einfach Spass, Kaffee in Gesellschaft zu trinken!
B2 With a muffin or a biscuit Accompagné de biscuits secs ou de gâteaux Mit dem passenden Gebaeck oder Kuchen
B3 With cream, milk and/or sugar Avec de la crème, du lait ou du sucre Mit Sahne, Milch und/oder Zucker
B4 Premium quality...that great traditional taste Excellente qualité, ce grand classique du goût comme autrefois Topqualitaet mit absolut typischem Geschmack

B5 You can just savour it, when you think about it Y penser, c'est déjà le savourer Schon bei dem Gedanken daran laeuft einem das Wasser im 
Mund zusammen!

B6 100% natural and fresh 100% naturel et frais Natuerlich, frisch und schonend zubereitet
B7 With all the toppings you want Avec tous les accompagnements souhaités! Mit selbst ausgewaehlten Extras, ganz ohne Einschraenkung

B8 You can imagine the taste as you walk in the door Rien qu'en franchissant la porte, on imagine son arôme! Beim Betreten des Raumes ist der Geschmack schon zu 
empfinden

B9 So full of flavour you have to drink another cup Si riche en son arôme qu'une tasse n'est pas suffisante! Jeder Schluck so herzhaft, dass man sich mit der Zunge 
ueber die Lippen faehrt

Question C: What are the emotions/emotional-laden statements?
C1 Quick and fun...drinking alone doesn't have to be boring Rapide et sympa... boire une tasse seul devient un plaisir Macht einfach Spass, auch alleine!

C2 When you think about it, you have to have it...,and once 
you have it you can't stop drinking it Y penser; c'est le désirer... le boire c'est ne plus s'en passer! Schon beim Gedanken muss man ihn haben, und wenn man 

ihn hat, kann man nicht mehr aufhoeren!
C3 Fills the empty spot in you...just when you want it Comble vos petites envies, au moment où il faut Hilft gegen den aufkommenden Durst!
C4 Cheers you up Il redonne le sourire...!! Heitert auf und tut gut!

C5 Now you can escape the routine with a coffee...a way to 
celebrate special occasions

Echappez à la routine avec un café...une manière de célébrer 
les moments uniques! Fuer besondere Gelegenheiten!

C6 A joy for your senses...seeing, smelling, tasting Une fête pour vos sens...voir, sentir, goûter! Sinnesfreuden pur: Sehen, Riechen, Schmecken!

C7 A real experience...shared with friends or family Une expérience unique... à partager en famille ou entre amis! Eine aussergewoehnliche Erfahrung, am schoensten mit 
lieben Menschen!

C8 Pure enjoyment Pur Plaisir! Pure Begeisterung!
C9 It quenches the thirst Il étanche la soif! Loescht einfach den Durst und befriedigt das Verlangen!

Question D: What is the brand, or tagline?
D1 From Nescafe De la marque Nescafé Von Tschibo
D2 From Kenco De la marque Grand-Mère Von Jacobs
D3 From Douwe Egberts De la marque Carte Noir Von Melitta
D4 From Taylors of Harrogate De la marque distributeur Von Dallmeyer
D5 From Maxwell House De la marque Maxwell House Nescafe
D6 From Lavazza De la marque Lavazza Lavazza
D7 Made fresh, especially for you Préparé spécialement pour vous Speziell fuer mich frisch zubereitet!
D8 Simply the best coffee for me Pour moi, simplement le meilleur café Einfach der beste Kaffee fuer mich!

D9 With highest quality and standards that you can trust Avec les meilleurs standards de qualité auxquels vous faites 
confiance

Ein absolut sicheres Produkt, vertrauenswuerdig und mit 
hoher Qualitaet!

Table 1: Elements for the three-country Eurocrave study on coffee.
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One of the hallmarks of Mind Genomics is the use of language that 
is best characterized as ‘colloquial.’ That is, the elements themselves are 
phrased in the way a person of the country might talk. In the actual 
Mind Genomics experiment this effort to be simple and colloquial 
will end up playing an important role. The language itself will allow 
the respondent to ‘graze’ through the text, rather than force the 
respondent to think about the answer. That is, the simple declarative 
format will simplify the respondents task, with the respondent simply 
looking at easy-to-understand sets of phrases.

Running the Mind Genomics Experiment

In conventional studies, specifically surveys, the study is set up so 
that the respondent must focus on a single question, answer it, and 
then move on to the next. The effort is made to minimize respondent 
bias although it is in the nature of respondents to want to please the 
researcher, and to give the correct answer Whether the respondent 
can actually come up with the ‘correct answer’ is not important. 
What is important is the pervasive subconscious nature to be right 
or at least to be consistent. Such biases abound in survey research. 
Researchers attempt to counteract these biases by such strategies as 
rotating the order questions in order to reduce effects due to test order, 
and disguise the nature of the topic so that that the respondent cannot 
really guess about the goal of the question.

The Mind Genomics approach to the interview is described 
as a survey to people, but as stated above, the reality is that Mind 
Genomics constitutes really a well -controlled experiment. The 
experimenter presents test stimuli (viz., combinations of messages, 
the aforementioned elements shown in Table 1), obtains a response 
(a rating of the vignette by the respondent), repeats the task, collects 
the data, and then relates the presence/absence of the elements to the 
ratings. The respondent simply rates the combination, almost it would 
appear from exit interview, assigning the ratings in what is report as a 
guessing, or in a state of indifference because the task seems daunting.

The respondent in the Mind Genomics experiments does 
not evaluate one phrase at a time, viz., rate 36 phrases. Rather, the 
respondent in a study is exposed to 60 different combinations of these 
elements, each combination comprising 2-4 elements, no more than 
one element or answer from a question. The respondent is simply 
instructed to the read the vignette (combination of elements) as one 
idea, and rate the combination on a nine-point scale. The scale is 
simple, anchored at both ends:

Using this 9-point scale, please show how you feel about the COFFEE 
as described:

1 = Do not crave it at all … 9= Definitely crave it

Most people participating in the study, or even just inspecting the 
set of 60 vignettes, the combinations of elements, feel that the elements 
have been thrown together randomly. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. The underlying structure for the 60 combinations is dictated 
precisely by an experimental design, a blueprint, which defines the 
specific elements present in each combination.

The experimental design provides these convenient features and 
benefits:

1. Each vignette comprises a specific set of elements. The 
minimum number of elements is two, the maximum number 
is four. By design, many of the vignettes are incomplete. Each 
element appears equally often, five times in 60 vignettes, and 
absent 55 times from the 60 vignettes. Doing the arithmetic 
shows that each of the four questions contributes 45 elements 
to the 60 vignettes and is absent from the remaining 15 of the 
60 vignettes.

2.  No vignette comprises more than one element (answer) 
from a specific question. The underlying rationale is that no 
vignette can carry mutually contradictory information of the 
same type (e.g., no vignette can comprise two brands).

3. Each respondent tests a unique set of 60 vignettes, different 
from the 60 vignettes tested by any other respondent. 
This approach, permuted designs, was patented by author 
Moskowitz and colleague Alex Gofman [19].

4. The happy outcome of the structure is that one can create an 
equation relating the presence/absence of the 36 elements to 
the rating (or a transform of the rating), at the level of a single 
respondent, or at the level of a group of respondents. This 
‘within subjects’ feature allows clustering algorithms to identify 
groups of respondents with similar patterns of coefficients, viz., 
‘mind-sets’ in the language of Mind Genomics [20].

The studies for Eurocrave were set up in the United States. Local 
field services in the three countries invited respondents to participate 
by internet survey. The respondent was invited to participate by the 
local field service in the country, a field service with a specialty in 
recruiting panelists for web-based, viz. online, studies.

It is important to keep in mind that even as far back as 2002, two 
decades ago, it was virtually impossible to source a sufficient number of 
respondents from one’s friends and colleagues. The notion that people 
want to participate in research interviews, whether with live interviewers 
or on the web, is simple unreasonable, then, and increasingly so. One 
cannot expect people to offer their time for free. It is important to 
compensate them, and even more important to work with companies 
specializing in providing people to participate in consumer research 
studies. The criticism that these may become ‘professional respondents’ 
is far less cogent than the almost certain fact that depending upon the 
goodwill of random people, even students in a class, will probably end up 
with fewer respondents than needed.

Each of the three countries had a pre-created ‘wall’ listing the 
different foods being covered in the Eurocrave project. Figure 1 shows 
the wall for the German study. The wall was designed with three 
properties in mind.

•	 The studies (really names of the foods) appeared in random 
order, to minimize the selection of studies in one position, 
e.g., the top right.

•	 When a study had 120 respondents who successfully 
completed the study, the study temporarily ‘disappeared’ from 
the wall, so it could not be chosen. The respondent had to 
choose from among the less popular studies.
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•	 The happy consequence of this strategy was that respondents 
only participated in a study, which interested them.

The respondent was led to the correct study, read the introduction 
informing the respondent of the topic and the length of time (15 
minute), and then presented the respondent with the vignettes, one 
after another. As soon as the respondent pressed the rating key the 
vignette disappeared, and the next vignette appeared in its place. 
There was no opportunity to change the rating once it was assigned. 
Afterwards, the respondent completed a self-profiling questionnaire 
dealing with different aspects of who the respondent IS, what the 
respondent THINKS regarding coffee, as well as the time of day that 
the respondent was completing the study.

Strategy for Analysis and for Presentation of Results

Most users of data do not feel comfortable with Likert scales, like 
the scale for craveability. They do not know what the scale means, even 
though respondents seem to have no trouble using the scale, AND the 
scale allows for valid statistical analysis.

Many researchers feel that they learn more when they can divide 
the scale into two parts, viz. NO and YES, respectively. It is easier 
for managers to understand NO vs YES. To make the research easier 
to understand, the data were divided into two points, ratings 1-6 
transformed to 0, ratings 7-9 transformed to 100. This division was 
arbitrary but made intuitive sense. After the foregoing transformation, 
a vanishingly small random number was added to each transformed 
value, so that the ratings were slightly different from 0 or 100, and 
slightly different from each other when they had been transformed. 
This addition of the small random number enabled the dependent 
variable for each respondent to show some variation across vignettes, 
even when the respondent confined her or his ratings to the lower part 
of the scale (1-6, always transformed to 0) or to the upper part of the 
scale (7-9 always transformed to 100). The variation ensured the data 
be further processed at the level of the individual respondent.

The individual data were analyzed by OLS (ordinary least-squares) 
regression, which estimated the additive constant (k0) and the 36 
coefficients (k1-k36), one coefficient for elements A1-D9, respectively. 
The regression equation is expressed as: Transformed Rating = k0 + 
k1(A1) + k2(A2) …. K36(D9).

The regression equation summarizes the data for a respondent or 
group of respondents. The additive constant, k0, can be interpreted ais 
the estimated proportion of respondents who would rate a vignette 7, 8 
or 9, respectively, in the absence of elements. Of course, the underlying 
experimental design ensures that no vignette will comprise fewer than 
two elements, so the additive constant is a purely estimated parameter. 
The additive constant plays a role, becoming a baseline value of the 
likelihood of respondent assigning a positive rating of 7, 8 or 9. High 
additive constants (e.g., 50 or more) mean that the respondent has a 
predilection for up-rating vignettes. In this ‘happy’ situation, a vignette 
simply has to feature elements which are slightly positive, and avoid 
elements which are negative. Low additive constants (e.g., lower than 
30, for example) mean that for a vignette to get a high rating of 7, 8 
or 9, respectively, the elements ought to be strong performers because 
the predilection of the respondent is to use the lower part of the scale.

The analysis of the ratings by OLS regression produces a large 
data set, namely 37 numbers for each respondent. The 37 numbers per 
respondent is far smaller than the matrix required to code the raw data 
for the respondent. The original data for each respondent constituted 
requires 60 rows of numbers, beginning with information about who 
the respondent is, what the respondent does, et., continuing then 
into 36 columns (one column for each element), then the rating, 
and then the transformed rating. This matrix contains one row per 
vignette per respondent. Across all 60 rows for a single respondent 
the information about the respondent remains the same, but the data 
fields corresponding to the structure of the vignette (which element 
appear, which do not appear), and the rating, change from vignette 
to vignette.

Figure 1: The wall for the Eurocrave study (Germany).
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The Mind Genomics exercise produces a great deal of data, 
specifically 37 numbers per subgroup of respondents. It is impractical 
and counterproductive to report the data from each element across 
all of the relevant subgroups (viz. total panel and key self-defined 
subgroups, as well as emergent mind-sets). The amount of data for 
one subgroup overwhelms. Multiply that amount of information by 
the number of subgroups relevant to an analysis, and one can easily 
end up with 100+ cells of data. Looking for a pattern across 100 cells is 
data is simply too difficult.

One of the ways to cut down on the amount of data, and allow 
important data through, is to eliminate any coefficient less than a certain 
value for any of the 36 elements. The standard error of the coefficient is 
4-5 for these studies, so a coefficient of 8 or 9 is likely to be significant, 
and more important, likely to signify something relevant about the topic. 
Thus, a coefficient of 10 or higher can be considered important. Other 
coefficients, viz., those below 10, need not be shown, and thus allowing 
the patterns to emerge. For this paper we will only look at coefficients of 
+10 or higher. As we begin the analysis of the data, it will quickly become 
apparent that most of the elements do not have strong performing 
coefficients, simplifying our search for patterns. Furthermore, each data 
table will show highlighted elements, viz., elements which score well 
(coefficient of 10 or higher) for at least three subgroups. These are ‘strong 
performers,’ viz., ‘strong performing elements.

Results

Who the Person Is – Total and Gender

We begin the analysis with the total panel and with males and 
females (Table 2). The first analysis looks at the additive constant. Recall 
that the additive constant is a baseline, or at least can be interpreted as 
a baseline. Looking at Table 2, we see that the additive constants differ 
by country. Those for the UK and France are 41, moderate, but the 
elements show low coefficients. The additive constant for Germany is 
low, 30, but more elements are strong performers.

From study after study one of four patterns emerge, to describe the 
value of the additive constant and the value of the coefficients:

•	 Low additive constant, low values for the coefficients – an 
unpopular idea. A good example is credit cards. The values 
of the additive constant are usually 0 or even negative up to 
about 20.

•	 Moderate additive constant, low values for the coefficients. 
The value for the additive constant is 20-50. Here the basic 
idea is neutral, buoyed up by some good ideas if any.

•	 Moderate additive constant, high values for many coefficients. 
The value for the additive constant is again 20-50-. Here the 
basic idea is neutral Here the respondent is discriminating 
among the elements, with some elements really being winners.

•	 High additive constant, low values for many coefficients. The 
value for the additive constant is 50 or higher. Here the basic 
idea is very good, and the respondent does not really find 
elements to strongly augment the already-high basic response 
to the vignette.

The second analysis looks at the strong performing elements. 
Surprisingly, the three countries exhibit few strong performing 
elements, at least for total sample and gender. Respondents in each 
country show only one strong performing element each across all 
three groups (total, two genders). The elements are different, but 
all from Question or Group A, dealing with the description of the 
product itself. This finding surprises because of the absence of strong-
performing elements, but is in line with other studies from Mind 
Genomics which point to the importance of an appetizing description 
of the product as a driver of strong performance.

UK: AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans

France: AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée

Germany: AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht

Total 

Fem
ale 

M
ale 

Base Size UK 111 72 39

Additive Constant 41 38 45

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans 12 13 10

Base Size France 141 59 82

Additive Constant 41 46 38

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée 13 15 12

DF3 De la marque Carte Noir   15  

Base Size Germany 120 78 42

Additive Constant 30 36 20

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht 16 12 24

AG2 100% kolumbianischer Kaffee     19

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt 14  

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 18 23

AG7 Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma   13

Table 2: Strong performing elements for total panel and for gender.
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Who the People Are – Age

The self-profiling classification allowed the respondent to report 
their age. Table 3 shows age does not play an important role. The 
additive constants show a mixed pattern, increasing with age in the 
UK, decreasing with age in France (except for a very low additive 
constant for those 18-25), and not clear in Germany, which presented 
only two ages.

The strong elements in country are different, but again it is 
important to note that the strongest elements come from the first 
group of elements, the first question, about the product.

UK: AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans

France: AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée

When the Respondent Participated – Time of Day

One of the foci of the It! studies, such as our coffee study, was 
the question regarding differences in the additive constant and in 

the coefficients. Table 4 shows the relevant data. These patterns 
emerge:

1. The additive constants are almost all quite low. It is the 
elements which must do the work.

2. The additive constants increase from morning to night, 
suggesting a more positive ‘basic response’ to the message 
at night. The pattern is not perfect, however, but is worth 
noting because there may be an increasing sensibility about 
the quality of the coffee as the day progresses, with the quality 
of the coffee less important than the ability to ‘wake one up’, 
expected to be the case in the morning hours.

3. The only time which does not feature many very strong 
performing elements is 6pm to 9pm.

4. UK respondents do not show strong performing elements 
emerging in the three hour period of 9PM to 12 Midnight, 
whereas in contrast, French and German respondents do.

Age

    18-25 

26-35 

36-45 

46-55 

  Base Size - UK 16 57 11 18

  Additive Constant 32 39 35 49

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans 17 13 18  

AE6 Capuccino: The perfect combination of full coffee flavour and the milky topping     13  

AE8 Espresso: Great flavour, the essence in one sip 10   12  

BE7 With all the toppings you want 13      

CE6 A joy for your senses...seeing, smelling, tasting     10  

DE3 From Douwe Egberts     15  

DE9 With highest quality and standards that you can trust 12    

           

  Base Size - France 14 52 39 25

  Additive Constant 49 40 44 33

AF2 Grains de café 100% Colombie   11   11

AF7 Café noir torrefié à l'orientale   14  

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée   12 19 18

DF2 De la marque Grand-Mère 10      

DF3 De la marque Carte Noir     20

           

  Base Size - Germany 30 86    

  Additive Constant 25 31    

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht 13 17    

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt 11 10    

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 13 22    

AG9 Eiskaffee: die ideale Kombination von Kaffee und Eiscreme 17      

BG9 Jeder Schluck so herzhaft, dass man sich mit der Zunge ueber die Lippen faehrt 12      

DG6 Lavazza 10      

Table 3: Strong performing ‘coffee elements’ for three countries, by age.
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5. The strong performing elements are:

UK: AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans

France: AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée

 DF3 De la marque Carte Noir

Germany: AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich

 AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht

 AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt

    9 A
M

-12 
N

oon 

12 N
oon-3 

PM
 

3 PM
-6 

PM
 

6 PM
-9 

PM
 

9 PM
-12 

M
idnight 

  Base Size - UK 17 21 14 22 23

  Additive Constant 38 31 35 48 53

AE1 Fresh ground and brewed   9   10  

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans   21 15 19  

CE2 When you think about it, you have to have it...,and once you have it you can't stop drinking it   11      

CE6 A joy for your senses...seeing, smelling, tasting   13 13    

CE8 Pure enjoyment   13      

DE4 From Taylors of Harrogate     10    

DE6 From Lavazza     11    

DE9 With highest quality and standards that you can trust       13  

             

  Base Size - France 26 18 18 35 25

  Additive Constant 39 34 33 39 51

AF2 Grains de café 100% Colombie   12 16    

AF7 Café noir torrefié à l'orientale         15

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée 11 12 13 19 15

BF5 Y penser, c'est déjà le savourer     12    

BF6 100% naturel et frais       14

BF8 Rien qu'en franchissant la porte, on imagine son arôme!     11    

BF9 Si riche en son arôme qu'une tasse n'est pas suffisante! 11        

CF4 Il redonne le sourire...!!   10    

CF7 Une expérience unique... à partager en famille ou entre amis!     13    

DF3 De la marque Carte Noir 10 10 10  

             

  Base Size - Germany 31 21 13 23 12

  Additive Constant 35 24 21 37 50

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht 12 12 15 20 23

AG2 100% kolumbianischer Kaffee 10    

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt   21 26   11

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 14 12 37   31

AG7 Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma   11 19    

AG9 Eiskaffee: die ideale Kombination von Kaffee und Eiscreme   11 31    

BG1 Es macht einfach Spass, Kaffee in Gesellschaft zu trinken!     15    

BG2 Mit dem passenden Gebaeck oder Kuchen   10   11  

BG3 Mit Sahne, Milch und/oder Zucker     10    

CG2 Schon beim Gedanken muss man ihn haben, und wenn man ihn hat, kann man nicht mehr 
aufhoeren!     10    

DG3 Von Melitta         15

DG8 Einfach der beste Kaffee fuer mich!     15    

Table 4: Strong performing ‘coffee elements’ for three countries, by daypart (three hour segments).
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How the Respondent Felt - Self-Reported Thirst

As part of the self-profiling questionnaire the respondent selected 
the level of thirst experienced. Once again across the three countries 
on a few elements perform well for different levels of perceived thirst 
(Table 5)

There are two patterns here worth noting:

1. The additive constant is much higher when the respondent 
reports a high degree of thirst

2. All strong performing elements showing up in three or more 
states of thirst come from Question A, dealing with product.

UK: AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans

France: AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée

Germany: AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht

Coffee Behavior – Frequency of Coffee Consumption

Table 6 shows that the vast majority of respondents participating 
in this study were frequent coffee drinkers. One of the more interesting 
things emerging from Table 6 is that those who drink coffee less 
frequently, viz., once a day, find more evocative elements of interest.

UK: AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans

France: AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée

Germany: AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich

Coffee Behavior – Day-part of Coffee Consumption

Depending upon one’s culture, coffee can be consumed any time 
during the day or night. It is only a matter of cultural norms and one’s 
predilections. Table 7 shows that the most frequent day-part differs by 

    N
ot thirsty 

at all 

Slightly 
thirsty 

M
oderately 

thirsty 

Very thirsty 

  Base Size - UK 13 36 39 23

  Additive Constant 32 29 45 56

AE1 Fresh ground and brewed       11

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans 11 13 11 12

CE2 When you think about it, you have to have it...,and once you have it you can't stop drinking it 11 10    

DE1 From Nescafe       10

          

  Base Size - France 28 47 47 19

  Additive Constant 25 40 39 75

AF1 Café du matin 10      

AF2 Grains de café 100% Colombie   10 13  

AF7 Café noir torrefié à l'orientale   14  

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée 13 16 21  

CF2 Y penser; c'est le désirer... le boire c'est ne plus s'en passer!   10    

CF4 Il redonne le sourire...!!       10

DF3 De la marque Carte Noir 10   10  

           

  Base Size - Germany 14 63 33 10

  Additive Constant 21 33 21 60

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht   17 22 12

AG2 100% kolumbianischer Kaffee     20  

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt     20  

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 13 15 26 20

AG7 Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma 11   16  

AG9 Eiskaffee: die ideale Kombination von Kaffee und Eiscreme     13  

BG4 Topqualitaet mit absolut typischem Geschmack       11

BG8 Beim Betreten des Raumes ist der Geschmack schon zu empfinden       10

BG9 Jeder Schluck so herzhaft, dass man sich mit der Zunge ueber die Lippen faehrt       10

DG6 Lavazza       11

Table 5: Strong performing ‘coffee elements’ for three countries, by self-reported degree of thirst.
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country. Looking at the frequency of 30 respondents or more we find 
the following:

UK – breakfast most, and then evening and finally mid-morning 
parts. Highest additive constant in the mid-afternoon, lowest in the 
evening.

AE2 – Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans

France – breakfast most, then mid-afternoon, and finally mid-
morning. French respondents do not say that they drink coffee in 
the afternoon. The same size additive constant for breakfast, mid-
morning, and mid-afternoon, respectively.

Germany - breakfast most, then mid-afternoon, then mid-
morning. The same additive constant across all times (from breakfast 
to just before dinner)

AG1 – Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht

AG6 – Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich

The ‘bottom line’ is that there are dramatic differences across 
countries, and even differences in the performance of elements in a 
single country across dayparts. The patterns are difficult to summarize.

Coffee Behavior – Where Coffee is Purchased or Consumed

In the self-profiling questionnaire the respondents checked off 
the places where they purchase or consumed coffee. Table 8 shows the 

distribution of the responses across five venues. The venues are not 
equally represented across the three countries, however, primarily due 
to low base sizes of respondents.

UK – Not in a department store nor in a local restaurant known in 
one’s area. The UK respondents purchase their coffee in a supermarket 
or food store. It may well be that the respondents don’t think of 
drinking coffee after a meal in a local restaurant as a real ‘coffee 
occasion’.

France – The French respondents purchase their coffee in 
a supermarket, and do think about coffee consumed in a local 
restaurant, but again without the strong focus of that as being a real 
‘coffee occasion.’ (The base size is only 19 respondents). The French 
respondents consider coffee at a department store as a real coffee 
occasion.

Germany – The German respondents think of all venues (food 
store, department store, supermarket, coffee shop) as coffee occasions, 
but do not think of local restaurants and coffee as coffee occasions. 
German respondents show the greatest number of strong-performing 
elements associated with venue.

Coffee Attitudes – Features Selected as Important

The self-profiling classification questionnaire contained a question 
about what features of coffee the respondent felt to be important. The 
respondent could select up to three features. These features comprise, 

    D
aily, several 

tim
es a day 

D
aily, once 

a day 

  Base Size - UK 89 14

  Additive Constant 43 46

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans 10 17

AE7 Dark roasted coffee, prepared in oriental style   10

CE2 When you think about it, you have to have it...,and once you have it you can't stop drinking it   12

CE8 Pure enjoyment   13

  Base Size- France 124 10

  Additive Constant 40 57

AF2 Grains de café 100% Colombie 13

AF7 Café noir torrefié à l'orientale   10

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée 14 17

  Base Size - Germany 97 14

  Additive Constant 31 34

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht 18  

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt 13

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 16 20

AG7 Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma   10

AG9 Eiskaffee: die ideale Kombination von Kaffee und Eiscreme   18

Table 6: Strong performing ‘coffee elements’ for three countries, by self-reported frequency of drinking coffee.
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respectively, sensory aspects (appearance, aroma, taste), emotional 
aspects (memories, associations, brand), package features (packaging), 
and consumption features (portion size, social situation, mood).

Table 9 shows the patterns. As one would expect, aroma and taste, 
the sensory impressions, are chosen most frequently. The remaining 
features are distributed in different ways by country and show 
different patterns. In the interest of simplicity, we focus only on groups 
comprising 30 respondents or more.

UK – Brand and mood are chosen most frequently.

Those choosing brand show a higher additive constant (50), but 
few strong performing elements. No brand elements are chosen!

Those choosing mood show a lower additive constant (31) and 
only two strong performing elements

France – Only brand chosen frequently, with an additive constant 
of 47.

One brand element chosen, Carte Noire, but with a low coefficient, 
8.

Germany – brand and mood chosen most frequently after aroma 
and taste.

Brand has an additive constant of 33, with the only brand 
performing well being Tschibo (coefficient of 9)

Mood has an additive constant of 47 but no mood or emotional 
elements score well!

Once again the data suggest a disconnect between what 
respondents say may be important and the strength of their reactions. 
When actually presented with that information in an element which 

A
t breakfast-

tim
e 

M
id-m

orning 

A
round lunch-

tim
e 

M
id-afternoon 

Just before 
dinner 

D
uring the 

evening 

Base Size - UK 84 36 24 38

Additive Constant 43 40 55 31

AE1 Fresh ground and brewed 12    

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans 10 21 14

BE6 100% natural and fresh     12  

Base Size - France 98 38 54  

Additive Constant 44 46 43  

AF2 Grains de café 100% Colombie   17  

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée 11 14    

DF3 De la marque Carte Noir   11  

Base Size - Germany 96 30 19 53 12  

Additive Constant 30 30 29 37 32  

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht 16 12 30 15 10  

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt       13 11  

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 16 10   19 14  

AG7 Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma   10      

BG2 Mit dem passenden Gebaeck oder Kuchen         10  

BG4 Topqualitaet mit absolut typischem Geschmack     10      

BG9 Jeder Schluck so herzhaft, dass man sich mit der Zunge ueber die Lippen faehrt   10      

DG1 Von Tschibo     11   13  

DG2 Von Jacobs         10  

DG3 Von Melitta         11  

DG4 Von Dallmeyer         15  

DG5 Nescafe     17  

DG6 Lavazza     15   17  

DG7 Speziell fuer mich frisch zubereitet!         10  

Table 7: Strong performing ‘coffee elements’ for three countries, by self-reported time of day when coffee is consumed.
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    From
 the food store 

From
 a departm

ent 
store 

From
 a superm

arket 

From
 a coffee shop 

A
t a local restaurant, 

know
n in your area 

  Base Size - UK 35 73 50

  Additive Constant 33 43 44

AE1 Fresh ground and brewed     10

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans 16

AE5 Coffee and milk...blended just right for the perfect taste      

BE9 So full of flavour you have to drink another cup 11    

         

  Base Size - France 37 27 123   19

  Additive Constant 54 48 42   32

AF2 Grains de café 100% Colombie       19

AF7 Café noir torrefié à l'orientale 12      

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée 18   12  

CF2 Y penser; c'est le désirer... le boire c'est ne plus s'en passer!         10

CF7 Une expérience unique... à partager en famille ou entre amis!         13

DF3 De la marque Carte Noir       12

DF8 Pour moi, simplement le meilleur café         12

             

  Base Size - Germany 85 19 78 39  

  Additive Constant 31 29 25 44  

AG2 100% kolumbianischer Kaffee     11 13  

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 19 32 17 18  

AG7 Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma 10

AG9 Eiskaffee: die ideale Kombination von Kaffee und Eiscreme   12      

BG9 Jeder Schluck so herzhaft, dass man sich mit der Zunge ueber die Lippen faehrt   10      

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt 12 10 11  

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht 11 11 20 20  

CG1 Macht einfach Spass, auch alleine!   11      

CG8 Pure Begeisterung!   10      

Table 8: Strong performing ‘coffee elements’ for three countries, by self-reported venue of purchase or consumption.

paints a word picture, an element which instantiates the general idea, 
the element may not perform well.

Emergent Mind-Sets – Similar Patterns of Coefficients

A hallmark of Mind Genomics is the effort to uncover basic 
groups of individuals, with these groups showing similar patterns 
of behavior or responses to test stimuli. These test stimuli are 
granular in nature, such as our study of responses to coffee. The 
focus on granularity, on the rich specifics contained within the 
granularity means that these emergent basic groups, so-called mind-
sets, represent the way people think about the particular topic, at 
the particular time. Mind Genomics does not try to create general 
groups of people, although these groups may emerge, such as the 
division of people into Elaborates, Imaginers, and Traditionals, 

names given to the three mind-sets emerging many times in the 
early work on foods [18].

The creation of these ‘mind-sets’ is done in a purely statistical 
fashion. The steps to create the mind-sets are listed below, and follow 
the well-accepted approach in statistics known as ‘clustering’ [20]:

1. For a given dataset, create the individual-level models, 
expressed as: Transformed Rating = k0 + k1(A1) + k2(A2) …. 
K36(D9).

2. Work only with the 36 coefficients, discard the additive 
constant k0.

3. Compute the ‘distance’ between pairs of respondents using the 
expression: (1-Pearson Correlation, although expressed as 1-R).
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    A
ppearance 

A
rom

a 

Taste 

M
em

ories 

A
ssociations 

Brand 

Packaging 

Portion size 

Social situation 

M
ood 

  Base Size - UK 14 101 101 13 33 10 31

  Additive Constant - UK 52 40 41 33 50 24 31

AE1 Fresh ground and brewed           18

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans   13 11 11 25 19

AE5 Coffee and milk...blended just right for the perfect taste           12  

AE6 Capuccino: The perfect combination of full coffee flavour and the milky topping           25  

AE7 Dark roasted coffee, prepared in oriental style       23      

AE8 Espresso: Great flavour, the essence in one sip           17  

BE4 Premium quality...that great traditional taste           15  

BE6 100% natural and fresh       16      

CE2 When you think about it, you have to have it...,and once you have it you can't stop drinking it           17  

CE6 A joy for your senses...seeing, smelling, tasting           19

DE1 From Nescafe           14  

DE3 From Douwe Egberts       10    

DE5 From Maxwell House 11            

DE7 Made fresh, especially for you           15  

  Base Size – France 22 125 133 15 13 46 12 16

  Additive Constant 38 43 40 53 56 47 39 28

AF1 Café du matin               12

AF2 Grains de café 100% Colombie 14 19

AF7 Café noir torrefié à l'orientale               24

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée 13 15 15 11   13 19 33

BF4 Excellente qualité, ce grand classique du goût comme autrefois         11      

BF5 Y penser, c'est déjà le savourer             12

BF6 100% naturel et frais           10 12

CF1 Rapide et sympa... boire une tasse seul devient un plaisir               10

CF2 Y penser; c'est le désirer... le boire c'est ne plus s'en passer!               10

CF5 Echappez à la routine avec un café...une manière de célébrer les moments uniques!               16

CF7 Une expérience unique... à partager en famille ou entre amis!             10 14

DF2 De la marque Grand-Mère         11      

DF3 De la marque Carte Noir       17 17 10 19 8

DF8 Pour moi, simplement le meilleur café       12      

  Base Size - Germany 13 103 109 11 16 38 47

  Additive Constant 14 32 29 21 38 33 30

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht 31 16 18 32 12 16 11

AG2 100% kolumbianischer Kaffee 27   19 17    

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt 14 11 10   23  

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 33 19 19 12 10 14 23

AG7 Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma 17 14      

AG8 Espresso: koestliches Aroma in einem Schluck 28            

BG8 Beim Betreten des Raumes ist der Geschmack schon zu empfinden         11    

CG4 Heitert auf und tut gut!       14      

DG1 Von Tschibo 14     18    

DG2 Von Jacobs 13            

DG3 Von Melitta 13            

DG4 Von Dallmeyer 11            

DG5 Nescafe 14            

DG6 Lavazza 13     14

DG7 Speziell fuer mich frisch zubereitet! 12            

DG8 Einfach der beste Kaffee fuer mich! 13            

Table 9: Strong performing ‘coffee elements’ for three countries, by self-reported selection of ‘what is important’.
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4. The Pearson Correlation measures the strength of a linear 
relation between two sets of measures (viz., the linear relation 
between the 36 pairs of coefficients for two respondents).

5. The clustering program (k-means) puts the objects (viz., the 
respondents) into groups, based strictly on mathematical 
criteria, namely that the distance be large between the 
centroids (averages) of the groups (clusters) should be large, 
and the distances be small between the pairs of respondents.

6. The analysis created both two clusters and three clusters.

7. It is the researcher’s job to determine the underlying pattern, 
if any, for each country, for each mind-set. The criteria are to 

    U
K

-M
S1

U
K

-M
S2

U
K

-M
S3

  Base Size - UK 17 79 15

  Additive Constant 43 50 49

AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans 15   16

AE6 Capuccino: The perfect combination of full coffee flavour and the milky topping 15    

BE9 So full of flavour you have to drink another cup 10    

CE7 A real experience...shared with friends or family 10    

DE1 From Nescafe 10    

DE6 From Lavazza 11    

DE9 With highest quality and standards that you can trust 22    

        

   

FR-M
S1

FR-M
S2

FR-
M

S3

  Base Size - France 73 11 57

  Additive Constant 72 45 39

AF2 Grains de café 100% Colombie   11 11

AF7 Café noir torrefié à l'orientale   12 13

AF8 Expresso: saveur intense en une gorgée   17 21

BF4 Excellente qualité, ce grand classique du goût comme autrefois 16    

BF5 Y penser, c'est déjà le savourer   14  

BF8 Rien qu'en franchissant la porte, on imagine son arôme! 10    

CF4 Il redonne le sourire...!!   11  

DF6 De la marque Lavazza   10  

   

G
E-M

S1

G
E-M

S2

  Base Size – Germany 56 57

  Additive Constant 42 19

AG6 Cappucino: herzhaft, schaumig und weich 11 23

AG1 Kaffee: frisch gemahlen und aufgebrueht   21

AG5 Kaffee und Milch zum perfekten Milchkaffee gemischt   12

AG2 100% kolumbianischer Kaffee   11

AG7 Dunkler Kaffee nach orientalischer Art mit vollem Roestaroma   10

Table 10: Strong performing ‘coffee elements’ for three countries, by mind-sets for each country.

choose the smallest number of clusters (parsimony), as well 
ensure that the mind-sets tell a story (interpretability).

8. There is no need to have the mind-sets for the three countries 
be the same

9. Three clusters (mind-sets) emerged for the UK and for France, 
two clusters emerged for Germany.

Table 10 presents the strong performing elements by country and 
mind-set within country:

UK: One large mind-set (UK-MS2) and two smaller mind-sets 
(UK-MS1 and UK-MS3).
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The three mind-sets show approximately the same magnitude of 
the additive constant (43-50)

Only one of these mind-sets shows strong performing elements, 
UK-MS1.

Mind-Set UK-MS3 shows only one strong performing element, 
AE2 Fresh coffee, made from 100% Colombian coffee beans.

France: Two large mind-sets (FR-MS1, FR-MS3) and one small 
mind-set (FR-MS2).

The additive constants and the strong performing elements are 
different.

FR-MS1 shows the highest additive constant (72), and react most 
strongly to descriptions of emotional experience.

FR-MS2, the smallest mind-set, shows strong responses to the 
elements. The base size of 11 respondents in FR-MS2 may be too low 
to assume FR-S2 is a ‘real’ mind-set. It may simply be the result of 
forcing the clustering to come up with three mind-sets.

FR-MS3 responds strongly to statements about product and 
features (Question A)

Germany: Only two mind-sets emerged for Germany, with the 
third mind-set having very respondents, and thus not shown.

All elements for Germany come from product and features 
(Question A).

In most Mind Genomics studies the search for mind-sets generates 
strongly defined, exceptionally different groups. Surprisingly, this does 
not seem to be the case for coffee, despite the hundreds of millions of 
dollars spend on advertising. It may well turn out that there is simply 
not enough differences among coffees to create sharply different mind-
sets, based simply on description. That is, ‘coffee may just be coffee.’ 
There are not enough intrinsic features in coffee to drive radically 
different mind-sets, despite the popularity of coffee, or perhaps the 
underlying reason for that popularity!

Discussion

Improving Research by Reducing Bias

The approach presented here with coffee emerges with some 
clear patterns, the clearest of which is that the strongest performing 
elements in these Mind Genomics studies come from the question 
about product description. Although the respondents are presented 
by systematically varied vignettes, combinations of messages, and 
cannot possible ‘game’ the system, they act in a consistent manner. It is 
impossible to know the ‘correct’ answer when presented with a rapidly 
changing set of 60 vignettes. The demands on the respondent are very 
strong, and militate against overthinking. Yet again and again what 
emerges are the same types of messages. No matter how we attempt to 
provide additional types of information the pattern re-emerges. Only 
a few messages are strong.

It is important to reiterate the fact that the design in this study 
prevents bias. With the continuing presentation of vignettes, most 
respondents simply ‘turn off,’ responding automatically. The data 

do not suggest that the respondent down-rates the vignettes out of 
irritation. Yet, in many ‘exit interview’ respondents have said, by way 
of complaint that they felt they were guessing, that they were unable to 
discern a pattern which would lead to the ‘correct answer. Respondents 
do try to guess in these situations. The fact that they cannot discern 
the pattern simply means that they must react at an intuitive level, or 
react randomly. Yet, if respondent were to react randomly, then we 
would see many more elements from Questions B, C and D emerging 
as strong performers. They do not. The respondents do respond in a 
truthful manner, even if the respondents do not think so. The result 
may be the accuracy emerging by of averaging well-meaning ‘guesses’, 
with the result being the ‘correct answer’ as Surowiecki discusses in his 
work on the Wisdom of the Masses [21].

To summarize the differences then, the conventional questionnaire 
instructs the respondents to think about different aspects of the 
product and situation, in our case here ‘coffee.’ The respondent may 
be asked dozens of questions. The pattern of responses gives us an 
idea of how the respondent feels about coffee. The respondent may 
subconsciously change the responses to questions to be perceived as 
consistent. Indeed, the emphasis is often on answering consistently, 
digging into one’s own thinking to answer the question as best as 
possible. The interview can be perceived as a test, and there is always 
the worry about ‘interviewer bias,’ a concern with a history of at least 
three quarters of a century [22-24]. In contrast, the Mind Genomics 
approach creates an experiment, comprising known combinations of 
messages, presents these combinations, acquires the response, and 
estimates the driving power of each element.

A New Type of Insight

Traditional research in the world of psychology and consumer 
behavior has focused on attitudes towards product or services, 
looking at the way different ‘types’ of people respondent, or looking 
at how some antecedent experimental manipulation affects the 
response. From these data, whether through discussion, observation, 
or experimentation, the researcher is able to fill one more ‘hole in 
the literature,’ one more gap in the web of knowledge. It is through 
the accretion of these pieces of information, individual moments of 
insights, and the integrative ability of analysts with a wide scope and 
imagination, that the ‘story’ builds, and understanding increases.

The approach presented here, while incomplete by necessity, 
provides a grander, more holistic view of the topic. The study here on 
coffee is not only on one particular problem, one recurrent issue, but is 
rather an attempt to create a new type of database, multi-dimensional 
in nature. On the one hand we have the topic, coffee, which has 
been well explored on different, scientifically relevant dimensions. 
On the other hand, we have a product consumed around the world, 
which, when examined closely, lacks a deep reservoir of integrated 
information about the nature of people and coffee. We don’t know 
what messages attract people. We know that people differ, but we don’t 
know how they differ. Nor do we have any real idea of the co-variation 
of factors, such as the responsivity of individuals to coffee messages, 
these individuals classified by who they are, when they participate, 
what they hold to be important, and so forth.
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The Mind Genomics paradigm creates this type of information, 
doing so easily and quickly. Rather than plugging ‘holes’ in the 
literature, closing gaps, and growing science one finding at a time, 
Mind Genomics becomes a holistic knowledge-development tool, 
creating information that is both novel and in fact occasionally 
fascinating.

Creating Large Databases
As emphasized throughout this paper, Mind Genomics is actually 

a well-constructed experiment with defied independent variables and 
responses. The outcome of the experiment is a database. This set of 
three studies shows how one can construct the database for three 
countries, for one product, working with respondents from each 
country. The studies are rapid, taking days, and cost-efficient, with 
estimates today as of this writing being $4-$6 per respondent for a 
smaller version of Mind Genomics (16 elements), with easier to find 
respondent. Thus, in terms of economics, the per country cost of a 
Mind Genomics study with 16 elements, rather than 36, is less than 
$1,000, low by today’s standards. Indeed, the potential exist for the 
enterprising consumer researcher or marketer to spend less than 
$100,000 to create a world-wide database of a particular product, at a 
particular point in time. We can only speculate about the vast increase 
in knowledge this database will bring, across cultures, across time, 
and across different mind-sets within a culture. The dream of the It! 
Studies, developed around the year 2000, is now immediately doable 
by virtually anyone (see www.BimiLeap.com and www.PVI360.com)
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